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Model

Burr

Adjustment

Receiver

Brewing
Method

35-40g35-40g 35-40g

 K-PLUS  K-MAX

Pour over

External AdjustmentExternal Adjustment

Espresso

Stainless Steel

30-35g

K-PRO

30-35g

JX-PRO J-MAX

Espresso

Top Adjustment

Pour over Espresso

Stainless Steel Coated Burr

JX

Pour over

Internal Adjustment

Q2
 Pentagonal 

15-20g

Pour over

Internal Adjustment

Stainless Steel



Q2
38mm

Pentagonal Burr

Package Contents:
1Zpresso Q2 Manual Coffee Grinder, cleaning brush

Product Specications:
Color: Light Grey
Weight: 385g (0.85lb)
Dimensions: 13.8 x12 x 4.6 cm
Grounds Capacity: 15~20gGrounds Capacity: 15~20g
Materials: 420 Stainless steel, 304 stainless steel, aluminum 
alloy, wood

Designed for Pour Over



Quick-Disassembly Design

Disassembling/Reassembling
without any tool and re-calibration.

Dual-Bearing Shaft

Better stability for better grind
consistency.

Inner Adjustment

30 steps per rotation
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JX
8mm
Stainless Steel Burr

Package Contents:
1Zpresso JX Manual Coffee Grinder, cleaning brush

Product specications:
Color: Light gray
Weight: 700g (1.5lbs)
Dimensions: 15.8 x 5.7×13 cm
Grounds Capacity: 30~35gGrounds Capacity: 30~35g
Material: 304 stainless-steel, aluminum alloy, wood

Designed for Pour Over



Internal Adjustment Dial

30 clicks / 10 digits per round

The internal adjustment dial with 30 clicks 
each rotation enables you to nd the right 
size setting for your favorite avor.

Swift-Disassembly Design

All of the 1Zpresso grinders can be disas-
sembled without any tool and allow 
thorough cleaning and maintenance 
without re-calibrating the burr.





8mm
Stainless Steel Burr

JX-PRO

Package Contents:
1Zpresso JX-Pro Manual Coffee Grinder, cleaning brush

Product Specications:
Color: Light grey
Weight: 780g (1.7lb)
Dimensions:18 x 5.7 x13cm
Grounds Capacity: 30~35gGrounds Capacity: 30~35g
Materials: Wood, polycarbonate, silicone, stainless steel,  
aluminum alloy

Designed for Pour Over/Espresso



Fine Adjustment Dial Design

40 clicks / 10 digits per round

The JX-Pro is equipped with the top adjustment with 
10 numbers/40 clicks per rotation, 12.5 microns per click. 
The central shaft and burr are xed together to enhance grinding consistency.





J-Max

Product Specications:
Color: Dark
Weight: 750g (1.65lb)
Dimensions: 19.3 x 5.2 x 15 cm
Grounds Capacity: 30~35g
Materials: Wood, polycarbonate, silicone, 
stainless steel, aluminum alloystainless steel, aluminum alloy

Package Contents:
1Zpresso J-Max Manual Coffee Grinder, 
cleaning brush, cleaning blower, 
anti-slip rubber, 1Zpresso Cylinder Case

48mm
Coated Burr



Super Fine Adjustment Mechanism

90 clicks / 9 digits per round

Designed primarily for espresso, the J-Max has the nest adjustment among all the 
1Zpresso grinders. With 8.8 microns per click, it allows you to nd the sweet point 
more easily.



Magnetic Catch Cup

The Magnetic Catch Cup can be easily removed 
in a flashby turning clockwise or anti-clockwise, 
holding up to 35-40g coffee grounds.

48mm Titanium Coated Burr

The titanium-coated burr fixed with the shaft 
makes the grinding more effortless and 
enhances the stability.





K-PRO

Product Specications:
Color: Grey, Brown, Dark
Weight: 750g (1.65lb)
Dimensions: 19.3 x 5.2 x 15 cm
Grounds Capacity: 30~35g
Materials: Wood, polycarbonate, silicone, 
stainless steel, aluminum alloystainless steel, aluminum alloy

Package Contents:
1Zpresso K-Pro Manual Coffee Grinder, 
cleaning brush, cleaning blower, 
anti-slip rubber, 1Zpresso Cylinder Case

48mm
Stainless Steel



GreyDarkBrown

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENT RING

With 9 numbers and 90 clicks per round, the burr moves 22 With 9 numbers and 90 clicks per round, the burr moves 22 
microns each click. A larger number for a coarser grind size. 
Dial your preferred grind setting in no time as you would 
expect from an electric grinder; nd the optimal grind size for 
your espresso machine and reach the sweet spot for your 

SPECIALIZED “K BURR”

Grinding coffee with K Burr no longer has to be troublesome; 
instead, it could be something joyful! The K-series grinders 
have excellent performance on consistency. Starting with a 
medium-coarse grind size for pour-over, you can make a 
cup of coffee with a clean and bright taste that is hard to cup of coffee with a clean and bright taste that is hard to 
achieve with other grinders.





K-PLUS

48mm
Stainless Steel

Package Contents:
1Zpresso K-Plus Manual Coffee Grinder, 
cleaning brush, cleaning blower, anti-slip 
rubber, 1Zpresso Travel Case

Product Specications:
Color: Grey, Brown
Weight: 800g (1.76lb)
Dimensions: 18.6 x 6.2 x 15 cm
Grounds Capacity: 35~40g
Materials: wood, polycarbonate, silicone, Materials: wood, polycarbonate, silicone, 
stainless steel, aluminum alloy



EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENT RING

With 9 numbers and 90 clicks per round, the burr moves 22 With 9 numbers and 90 clicks per round, the burr moves 22 
microns each click. A larger number for a coarser grind size. 
Dial your preferred grind setting in no time as you would 
expect from an electric grinder; nd the optimal grind size for 
your espresso machine and reach the sweet spot for your 

SPECIALIZED “K BURR”

Grinding coffee with K Burr no longer has to be troublesome; 
instead, it could be something joyful! The K-series grinders 
have excellent performance on consistency. Starting with a 
medium-coarse grind size for pour-over, you can make a 
cup of coffee with a clean and bright taste that is hard to cup of coffee with a clean and bright taste that is hard to 
achieve with other grinders.



K-PLUS GRINDER with 
the MAGNETIC CATCH CUP

While you shake the shaker, coffee grounds can be released in a 
second through the hole at the bottom of the blind tumbler.
The catch cup can hold up to 35-40g coffee grinds and can be 
removed easily in a second by turning it.





K-MAX

Product Specications:
Color: Dark
Weight: 700g (1.55lb)
Dimensions: 19.3 x 5.2 x 14 cm
Grounds Capacity: 35-40g
Materials: Wood, polycarbonate, silicone, 
stainless steel, aluminum alloystainless steel, aluminum alloy

Package Contents:
1Zpresso K-Max Manual Coffee Grinder, 
cleaning brush, cleaning blower, 
anti-slip rubber, 1Zpresso Cylinder Case

48mm
Stainless Steel



Having the same adjustment mechanism 
as the K-Pro and K-Plus, the K-Max also 
has 9 numbers and 90 clicks per round, 
and the burr moves 22 microns each 
click. A perfect grinder for both pour 
over and espresso!

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENT RING

SPECIALIZED “K BURR”

Grinding coffee with K Burr no longer has to be troublesome; 
instead, it could be something joyful! The K-series grinders 
have excellent performance on consistency. Starting with a 
medium-coarse grind size for pour-over, you can make a 
cup of coffee with a clean and bright taste that is hard to cup of coffee with a clean and bright taste that is hard to 
achieve with other grinders.



K-Max is a combination of  K-Pro 
and K-Plus with a slimmer 
magnetic catch cup (without 
blind shaker set).

Magnetic Catch Cup

Quick Disassembly

All of the 1Zpresso grinder can be easily taken apart 
without any tools, allowing a thorough cleaning and 
maintenance.






